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LINE 6 JM4 LOOPER £257 
EffEcts

Hot on the heels of Line 6’s all-singing, all-dancing Spider  
Jam combo comes this new footpedal looper that could  
be the essential purchase of 2008 by Dave Burrluck

Line 6 JM4 Looper £257

you can save your masterpiece to 
either the internal memory or SD 
card, allowing you to export the 
recording into your computer 
either for storage or as the basis 
for a new song idea.

About 25 per cent larger than 
Line 6’s stompbox modelling FX, 
the JM4 feels rugged and looks 
good with all the connects placed 
on the top side. While early 
loopers just dealt with the 
manipulation of the input source, 
the JM4 comes loaded with 12 
Line 6 amp models from clean to 
‘insane’, seven ‘smart control’ 
effects and reverb. While the amp 
models have extensive controls, 
the FX are limited to depth/speed 
level, while the delays and echoes 
add tap tempo (not via a 
footswitch but by a push button 
that also engages the tuner, which 
is displayed in the small, but 
acceptably bright, LCD window). 

You also get effects for the mic/
aux input, independent of those 
used for your guitar.

In Use
Although the JM4 has extensive 

Once the habitat of left-field 
noodlers, the looper pedal 
has gone very mainstream 

over the past few years, with all 
the big FX companies – Roland/
BOSS, DigiTech, Line 6 etc – 
producing ever more capable 
units. The concept is simple 
enough: the looper enables you to 
capture a chord progression or riff 
and loop it endlessly while you 
overdub on top.

Obviously the JM4 does this, 
but it also does a lot more besides. 
For starters we get 100 plus songs 
and drum tracks (proper 
recordings by some very capable 
musicians as featured on the 
Spider Jam). Select which of these 
you want, select your tempo/key 
(you have a choice or timestretch/
pitchshift or varispeed) and add 
your own guitar parts, vocals, or – 
via the aux input – any other 
electrified instrument. Once done 

knobs and footswitches it’s well 
laid out and easy enough to use 
(although you will need to study 
the manual). The top portion 
handles ‘housekeeping’ tasks like 
input selection, drum and song 
selections and the many settings/
level controls. A typically clever 
feature is the ability to set output 
levels of the song/drum track, 
guitar track and mic/aux track as 
well as setting the relative level of 
the overdubbed guitar – 
important if you’re using the JM4 
for sound-on-sound loop creation. 
You can save up to 100 ‘CD- 
quality’ recorded jams (a total 24 

The middle row of controls deals with the amp models and effects
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Line 6 JM4 Looper 

PRICE: £257 (inc power supply)
ORIGIN: China
TYPE: Digital phrase sampling ‘loop 
station’ with pre-recorded song/drum 
tracks and extensive onboard modelling 
amp/FX tones
FEATURES: 24 minutes of recording 
time to the internal memory; 6.5 hours 
with max 2GB SD Card (not supplied). 
100+ Endless Jam tracks and drum 
grooves 
CONTROLS: Record select, drums/
song, inputs/level, settings/tone, save, 
and tap tempo/tuner push buttons. 
Select knob and four-way navigation 
button. Amp model select, drive, bass, 
mid treble, modulation FX, delay FX 
reverb, channel volume rotary controls
FOOTSWITCHES: Record/overdub, 
play/stop, undo, mode (accesses four 
different functions for the switches)
PATCHES: 200+ artist-created presets, 
150+ song-based presets, 36 user-
programmable presets
MIDI: No
CONNECTIONS: 6.4mm jack 
instrument input, aux input, mono guitar 
output and stereo outputs; 3.2mm CD/
mp3 input and stereo headphone output 
and XLR mic input with dedicated trim 
control. Master volume output control
POWER: DC 9V power supply (included) 
EXT CONTROLLERS: No
Line 6 01327 302700
www.line6.com

Test results

Build quality 
Features 
Sound 
Value for money 

GUITARIST RATING 

minutes of recording time, says 
Line 6) to the internal memory. Or 
with a 2GB max SD card, you can 
apparently save 6.5 hours of 
recorded jams.

Initially you can get to grips 
with the JM4 simply with 
headphones then think about any 
amplification. You can, for 
example, run everything into a PA 
or the song/drum tracks into a PA 
(or hi-fi) and the guitar tones 
directly to your amp. It’s very 
flexible and with a clean acoustic 
amp, for example, we certainly got 
great results: the drum/song 
tracks are really punchy, the 
guitar tones varied and 
characterful. Many of the artist 
presets are great places to start 
and are more than adequate for 
serious practice and there are 
numerous tones here that are of 
easily of recordable quality, 

We like: Easy looping; song/
drum tracks; onboard guitar 
amp and FX tones; artist 
presets; extensive hook-up 
facilities; ease-of-use; price
We dislike: Honestly nothing!
Guitarist says: If you want a 
standalone practice station 
with authentic song and drum 
tracks, realistic modelled guitar 
sounds and excellent quality FX, 
look no further. Hours of fun 
and improved playing awaits

The Bottom Line

The KT Tunstall fave Akai 
Headrush E2 (£95) has 24 
seconds loop time plus echo/
delay. The immensely powerful 
three stereo track BOSS RC-50 
Loop Station (£369) with max 
49 minutes of record time plus 
USB output and rhythm guide 
with over 50 patterns. BOSS’s 
RC-2 Loop Station (£149) is a 
powerful stompbox-sized looper 
with 16 minutes of loop time and 
11 presets plus onboard drum 
patterns. DigiTech’s Hardwire 
DL-8 Delay/Looper (£129) 
rightly received a Guitarist Gold 
for its mix of great delays plus 
easy-to-use 20 seconds of 
stereo looping fun.

The Rivals

especially with the frankly 
excellent onboard effects.

Verdict
With just a set of headphones, 
a guitar, a lead and the JM4 you 
have the ultimate practice/loop 
station: take it anywhere, study, 
create. The quality backing/drum 
tracks, the excellent onboard 
guitar sounds and sensible outing 
routing means that cranked up 
through a PA and/or your guitar 
amp you can easily perform with 
it. Practice just got a whole lot 
more fun – and this could well be 
the best £257 you ever spend. 

With just a set of headphones, a guitar, a 
lead and the JM4 you have the ultimate 
practice/loop station

The JM4 has over 100 songs and drum tracks to play with
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